MY RAMONES
Photographs by Danny Fields

“Less than 15 minutes after their 15-minute set ended,
I met with the band and told them I wanted to manage them.”
A legendary manager, publicist, journalist and label exec, DANNY FIELDS was at the heart of every significant movement in rock
music for two decades and is credited with introducing punk to America. He was a significant player in launching the careers of the
Doors, the Ramones, the MC5, the Stooges and others, and was the ultimate scenester of the 1960s and ’70s, hanging around with
Warhol, Nico, Linda McCartney, Edie Sedgwick and Lou Reed. Alice Cooper remarked that he was “at the pulse of the underground”
and Iggy Pop that “Danny’s a connector, he’s a fuel line, a place where things are liable to erupt.” Danny comments more simply, “My
talent is just that I’m a super audience member, a No 1 fan. And I think I have good taste.”
Danny first saw the Ramones play a 15-minute set at CBGBs in New York in 1974, and instantly offered to manage them, also
setting them up with a record deal. Originally published in a rare limited edition, MY RAMONES features over 250 photographs from
Danny’s personal collection of one of the most loved and well-known bands from the last four decades. Danny managed the band
from the ground up, accompanying them across Europe and America, while also photographing them at work, with fans and during
more informal moments. Taken between 1975-1977, Danny’s photographs offer a rare insight into the lives of the band on tour,
backstage and recording their first album. The images are also brought alive by his accompanying commentary and memories, and
recollections from Michael Stipe, Seymour Stein, David Johansen and more. This is a unique and special volume of a mythical time.
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THIS IS NO DREAM

MAKING ROSEMARY’S BABY
James Munn

For 50 years, we’ve been praying for Rosemary’s Baby.
If you’re an audience member or movie critic, you sit in a dark cinema and pray for a fascinating tale expertly told. If you are
a producer, director, screenwriter or performer, you pray for a well-received and financially successful film. On June 12, 1968,
prayers were answered. Rosemary’s Baby hit American theaters. This book is a definitive illustrated history commemorating
the 50th anniversary of this landmark picture, from director and casting choices to the kudos and condemnation it received
upon its release. Along the way, Polanski fell seriously behind schedule and was almost fired, Mia Farrow faced an ultimatum—
career or marriage—from husband Frank Sinatra, and John Cassavetes nearly came to blows with his genius director. In
addition to Munn’s comprehensive text, the book is a showcase for veteran special set photographer Bob Willoughby’s work,
with many of his behind-the-scenes images presented here for the first time.
It began with author Ira Levin, who was struck with the idea that “a fetus could be an effective horror if the reader knew it
was growing into something malignly different from the baby expected.” He set his story in present day Manhattan, with the
mother-to-be a young woman who had just moved into a mysterious apartment building with her husband, and he had the
baby’s father just happen to be the devil incarnate. And with that, Rosemary’s Baby was born. For the bulk of 1967, the novel
rested comfortably in the top ten of The New York Times bestseller list. By August 1967, cameras were ready to roll on the
movie version...
JAMES MUNN is a freelance writer and former editor at Architectural Digest. During his decade at the magazine, he produced
the “Hollywood at Home” special issues and edited two books by editor in chief Paige Rense, Hollywood at Home and Private
Views. James lives in Los Angeles.
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THE BEAT SCENE

PHOTOGRAPHS BY BURT GLINN

Extraordinary collection of unseen photographs of the Beat Generation.
First book ever published with colour shots of the Beats.
This magnificent book features a remarkable collection of largely unseen photographs of the Beat Generation by renowned
Magnum photographer Burt Glinn. This amazing, untouched treasure trove of images was discovered when R|A|P was working with
Burt Glinn’s widow, Elena, on a larger retrospective of Glinn’s work. The book features black and white shots, and also over 70
images in colour: an extremely rare find, these photographs manage to capture the raw energy of the Beat Generation in a way
that has never been seen before in print. The photographs were shot between 1957 and 1960 in New York and San Francisco and
feature nearly everyone involved in the scene, including Allen Ginsberg and Jack Kerouac, poets like Gregory Corso and William
Morris, and many more. Glinn was celebrated for his extraordinary talent as a social documentary photographer and during his
time with the Beats, his camera captured the spirit of the counterculture – writers, musicians and artists meeting in cafes, bars
and parties to pursue a truth and future the mainstream would and could not acknowledge. This exquisite tome is an intimate and
fresh insight into the lives of the legendary and influential Bohemians and a celebration of Glinn’s inimitable talent.
BURT GLINN (1925-2008) was an award-winning photographer with a career spanning more than fifty years. Self taught, Glinn
was versatile and technically brilliant. He worked for Life magazine in the late 1940s before going freelance. He joined Magnum
Photos in 1951 – one of the first Americans to do so – eventually serving as its president in the 1970s and again in the 1980s.
Glinn embraced colour photography as well as black and white, establishing his reputation with a spectacular colour series on the
South Seas, Japan, Russia, Mexico and California. He captured crucial moments in history, including the Sinai War in 1956, the
US Marine invasion of Lebanon in 1958, the Cuban Revolution in 1959 and Robert Kennedy’s 1968 presidential campaign. He
offered searing insight with his social documentary photography, was renowned for his iconic portraits of celebrities such as Andy
Warhol and Elizabeth Taylor and was also a highly successful commercial photographer.
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